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Abstract
     To provide fault tolerance to computer systems suffering 
from transient faults, checkpointing and rollback recovery 
is one of the widely-used techniques. Among others, two 
primary checkpointing schemes have been proposed: inde-
pendent and coordinated schemes. However, most existing 
works address only the need of employing a single check-
pointing and rollback recovery scheme to a target system. 
In this paper, issues are discussed and a new algorithm is 
developed to address the need of integrating independent 
and coordinated checkpointing schemes for applications 
running in a hybrid distributed environment containing 
multiple heterogeneous subsystems. The required changes 
to the original checkpointing schemes for each subsystem 
and the overall prevented unnecessary rollbacks for the 
integrated system are presented. Also described is an algo-
rithm for collecting garbage checkpoints in the combined 
hybrid system. 
1. Introduction 
Systems may fail from time to time, despite how well 
they are designed. One of the widely used techniques that 
allow systems to progress in spite of failure is checkpoint-
ing and rollback-recovery [1]. The basic idea is to periodi-
cally record the system state as a checkpoint during normal 
system operation and, upon detection of faults, to restore 
one of the checkpoints and restart the system from there. 
     Consider a distributed system where processes commu-
nicate only through messages. Message passing introduces 
dependency between the involved processes. Consequently, 
rollback of one failed process may force rollback of the 
other processes in order to maintain consistency of the sys-
tem. In the worst case, consistency requirement may force 
the system to rollback to the initial state of the system, los-
ing all the work performed before a failure. This uncon-
trolled propagation of rollback is termed domino effect [21]. 
Thus the main problem in rolling back a distributed system 
is to keep track of the interactions that cause dependencies 
among processes and to derive a consistent global check-
point set (i.e., the recovery line), each from one process, to 
be restored in the event of failure. A system state is said to 
be consistent, if in which no message is recorded in the 
state of its receiver but not recorded in the state of its 
sender [9,13].  
     Two primary approaches have been used for taking 
checkpoints in distributed systems: independent and coordi-
nated. Independent checkpointing [3,18,27] allows the par-
ticipating processes to take checkpoints without any coordi-
nation and thus has minimum overhead in the normal exe-
cution phase. However, when faults occur, it does not guar-
antee to have a consistent system state except the initial 
state. Therefore, most works in independent checkpointing 
are dedicated to avoiding the undesirable domino effect, 
finding the latest recovery line, and collecting the useless 
garbage checkpoints. One approach to preventing the dom-
ino effect is to force each process to take checkpoints based 
on information piggybacked on the application messages 
received from other processes, which is generally known as 
communication-induced checkpointing [10,16]. An alterna-
tive is coordinated checkpointing [9,14,20] in which all 
participating processes are coordinated to take a consistent 
global checkpoint at the expense of a relatively higher over-
head during normal operation. 
     Most existing works [2, 4, 6, 12, 13, 15, 17, 23, 24, 27] 
are based on the assumption that a single rollback recovery 
scheme is enough to be applied to the entire system. How-
ever, with the advent of large-scale, global computing sys-
tems, such those for Grid computing and Web services [8, 
11], a computational system may contain many geographi-
cally dispersed heterogeneous subsystems for large-scale 
resource sharing and problem solving. Each subsystem may 
autonomously contain many processes performing complex 
operations to collectively achieve a single required func-
tion. In such a system, it is inappropriate to have a single 
rollback recovery scheme for the whole system as each sub-
system may require different rollback recovery scheme due 
to the functional nature of the subsystem. 
     Since subsystems within the same heterogeneous distrib-
uted system may interact through messages which result in 
dependencies between the subsystems, a collection of con-
sistent local subsystem checkpoint sets does not necessarily 
produce a consistent system-wide global checkpoint. If the 
subsystems are simply connected without any modification 
to their underlying checkpointing schemes, many unneces-
sary rollbacks will be performed when constructing a con-
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sistent global checkpoint. There is therefore a need to have 
a global checkpointing algorithm that prevents unnecessary 
rollbacks in reaching a consistent global checkpoint. In this 
paper, we present a global hybrid checkpointing algorithm 
that allows individual subsystems to retain their own check-
pointing approaches (either independent or coordinated) as 
much as possible but avoids unnecessary rollbacks when-
ever the most recent consistent system-wide global check-
point set is to be restored due to failure of any underlying 
subsystem. We also present an algorithm for collecting gar-
bage checkpoints in the combined hybrid system. 
     The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, we state the checkpointing problem in hybrid 
systems and describe the system model. Section 3 presents 
a checkpointing scheme for hybrid systems as well as a gar-
bage collection algorithm for reclaiming obsolete check-
point sets of coordinated checkpointing subsystems in the 
combined hybrid system. Finally, Section 4 concludes the 
paper with a discussion of our future work. 
2. System Model 
2.1. Problem Statement 
     A hybrid distributed system contains a certain number of 
subsystems that cooperate to execute a distributed program. 
Each subsystem, at the lower level, contains a collection of 
processes. The communication between subsystems and be-
tween processes in a subsystem is through message passing. 
A message either introduces inter-process dependency or 
inter-subsystem dependency, depending on whether the 
message is transmitted inside a subsystem or across the 
boundaries of two subsystems.  Subsystems are heterogene-
ous in the sense that each subsystem can autonomously de-
cide on choosing a suitable checkpointing protocol based 
on the nature of the target subsystem. In general, independ-
ent checkpointing usually finds its application in non-criti-
cal and operation repeatable applications such as scientific 
calculation and corporate administration systems. Coordi-
nated checkpointing, on the other hand, finds its strength in 
mission critical applications such as a live-supporting sys-
tem in a hospital and non-idempotent applications such as a 
ticketing system. Our problem is how to combine different 
checkpointing subsystems (called subsystems hereafter) into 
a new system (called hybrid system), ensuring that indi-
vidual subsystems are allowed to retain their own check-
pointing protocols as much as possible while avoiding un-
necessary rollbacks resulted from inter-subsystem depend-
ency. Also, overhead should be reasonable when the most 
recent consistent system-wide global checkpoint set is to be 
restored due to failure of any underlying subsystem. 
2.2. Model of a Hybrid System 
   In a hybrid system that contains multiple heterogeneous 
subsystems, the complexity of combining multiple underly-
ing checkpointing protocols depends on the nature of these 
subsystems. Combining multiple independent checkpoint-
ing subsystems, for instance, is relatively easy. We can sim-
ply connect them together and regard the resulting system 
as a larger independent checkpointing system without af-
fecting the underlying independent checkpointing schemes. 
     On the other hand, connecting coordinated checkpoint-
ing subsystems together is also relatively simple. One ap-
proach is to simply connect them together, and treat each 
coordinated subsystem as a single process in the resulting 
hybrid system. The scope of taking coordinated checkpoints 
in each local subsystem remains the same. Then rollback-
recovery algorithms for independent checkpointing systems 
can be applied to the hybrid system to find the system-wide 
recovery line. This approach minimizes the added runtime 
overhead for taking checkpoints but it requires the underly-
ing subsystems to keep multiple checkpoint sets. Domino 
effect may appear and the nature of the coordinated check-
pointing schemes employed by the subsystems may also be 
offended. An alternative approach is to treat the entire inte-
grated system as a single system and the scope of coordi-
nated checkpointing extends to the entire system. This ap-
proach adds serious overhead to the target system but guar-
antees the system to be free from domino effect. 
     Connecting coordinated checkpointing subsystems with 
independent checkpointing subsystems is, however, much 
more complex. Any approach described above will disturb 
either of the subsystems. For example, simply connecting 
the subsystems will seriously reduce the recoverability of 
the coordinated checkpointing subsystems while treating 
the integrated system as a higher-level coordinated system 
will lead to a serious performance degradation of the inde-
pendent checkpointing subsystems. 
     In this paper, for simplicity and without lose of general-
ity, we only consider the case where multiple coordinated 
checkpointing subsystems are connected with a single inde-
pendent checkpointing subsystem. This is motivated by the 
above observations that multiple independent checkpointing 
subsystems are relatively easy to be integrated into one lar-
ger independent subsystem and several tightly-coupled co-
ordinated checkpointing subsystems can be first integrated 
into one coordinated subsystem. After this generalization, 
all the remaining coordinated subsystems are loosely-cou-
pled, and the messages exchanged between them are not 
very heavy. In addition, we make a further assumption that 
the generalized coordinated checkpointing subsystems do 
not communicate with each other directly. Since the current 
checkpoint set of each generalized coordinated checkpoint-
ing subsystem always forms a consistent global state, they 
can be regarded as a single process in the resulting hybrid 
system. With this notion in mind, a hybrid system can be 
regarded as a meta-level independent checkpointing system, 
with the processes of independent subsystem and the gener-
alized coordinated subsystems at the top level of the hier-
archy. Figure 1 illustrates the hybrid system model. For this 
special model, our goal is to ensure to as much degree as 
possible, that in the combined hybrid system (i) a rollback 
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in the independent checkpointing subsystem will not lead to 
a rollback in a coordinated checkpointing subsystem, and 
(ii) a rollback in a coordinated checkpointing subsystem 
will not be propagated to another one through the independ-
ent checkpointing subsystem. 
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Figure 1.   A hybrid system 
2.3. Definitions and Notations 
     In the hybrid system, we use IN to represent the inde-
pendent checkpointing subsystem and CO to represent one 
of the coordinated checkpointing subsystems. Each partici-
pating CO is viewed as a process and its global checkpoint 
as a checkpoint. Due to this fact, we use checkpoint set and 
checkpoint interchangeably for COs in the context. With 
this generalization, we introduce the following terminol-
ogies. A local checkpoint is a recorded state (snapshot) of a 
process. A global checkpoint is a set of local checkpoints, 
one from each process. It is consistent if it forms a consis-
tent system state. A generalized checkpoint, Ci,x, is either 
the xth local checkpoint of process Pi (0?i?m, where m is 
the number of processes in IN) in IN, or the xth consistent 
global checkpoint in COi (i?m). We use Ii,x to denote the 
checkpointing interval between Ci,x and Ci,x+1. A system-
wide checkpoint is a set of generalized checkpoints, one 
from each of COs and the processes in IN.
     A direct dependency of generalized checkpoint B on 
another generalized checkpoint A, denoted by A?B, im-
plies that a rollback to A requires a rollback to B in order to 
keep the system consistent. A generalized checkpoint B
transitively depends on another generalized checkpoint A,
denoted by A?*B, iff A?B or there exists at least one C
such that A?C?...?B. Note that the notion of transitive 
dependency defined in this paper is distinct from that of 
zigzag-path defined in [19]. It is easy to verify, however, 
that if Ci,x?*Cj,y, then there is Ci,x?zCj,y+1, and vice versa, 
where A?zB means a zigzag-path from A to B. A system-
wide checkpoint is consistent if (i) The set of local check-
points in IN is consistent, forming a consistent global 
checkpoint; (ii) For any Ci,x of ith process in IN and Cj,y in 
COj, if Ci,x? Cj,y then Ci,x+1 (if exists) must be part of a 
consistent global checkpoint in IN, and (iii) For any Cj,y in 
COj and Ck,z in COk (j?k), neither Cj,y?* Ck,z, nor Ck,z?*
Cj,y. Note that the given conditions are sufficient but not 
necessary.  
     For dependency tracking in a hybrid system, we general-
ize the concept of the checkpoint graph [24]. A generalized 
checkpoint graph is a graph whose nodes represent general-
ized checkpoints and arcs represent dependencies among 
the generalized checkpoints. It can be constructed accord-
ing to the following rules: (i) Each generalized checkpoint 
Ci,x is drawn as a node; (ii) An arc Ci,x? Ci,x+1 is drawn if 
Ci,x+1 exists; and (iii) An arc Ci,x ? Cj,y is drawn if i?j and 
Pi sends at least one message in Ii,x directly to Pj which re-
ceives it in Ij,y. Figure 2 shows an example of the general-
ized checkpointing graph representing the checkpoint de-
pendency relationship of a hybrid system formed by con-
necting a CO subsystem and an IN subsystem. 
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Figure 2.   A generalized checkpointing graph
3. Checkpointing in Hybrid Systems 
3.1. The Checkpointing Algorithm 
     After starting with a consistent global checkpoint set, an 
application message exchanged between subsystems IN and 
CO may introduce one of the following direct dependency 
arcs in the generalized checkpoint graph: (i) Arc from IN to 
CO: a process in IN sends a message M to CO; or (ii) Arc 
from CO to IN: CO sends a message M to a process in IN.
To address the dependency problem introduced in these two 
cases, our checkpointing algorithm consists of two parts 
stated as two checkpointing rules. 
Rule 1: IN takes a new coordinated checkpoint set if it 
sends a message to any CO. Namely, IN takes a new coor-
dinated checkpoint set immediately after sending M to any 
CO using a developed algorithm, e.g., in [5,13,15]. Since 
we assume that this kind of message flow is kept to a mini-
mum, we can afford to take a new coordinated checkpoint 
set in IN whenever an application message is sent from IN
to CO. An example situation is shown in Figure 3.  
     The rule implies that (i) Sending M and taking a new 
coordinated checkpoint of IN must be an atomic action, 
which can be implemented as shown in Part 1 of Algorithm 
1; (ii) IN itself becomes a hybrid checkpointing system; and 
(iii) Taking a new coordinated checkpoint of IN is within 
the scope of IN and involves no other CO.
Rule 2: Pi of IN takes a new checkpoint before receiving 
message from CO if Pi has sent a message after taking the 
current checkpoint. That is, Pi of IN takes a new independ-
ent checkpoint before receiving M from any CO (or logi-
cally “delay” the receiving of M) if there is an outgoing arc 
from the current checkpoint of Pi. This can be accom-
plished by: (i) making Pi temporarily keep the message in 
the stable storage until it takes the new checkpoint, or (ii) 
using a control message (as opposed to application mes-
sage) to inform Pi to take a new checkpoint and then wait 
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for the checkpoint taken confirmation from Pi before send-
ing M. An example situation of Rule 2 is shown in Figure 4, 
and an example implementation is illustrated in Part 2 of 
Algorithm 1. 
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Figure 3.   IN takes a new coordinated checkpoint 
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Algorithm 1   The checkpointing algorithm  (run by IN)
Part 1:  Implementation of Rule 1
1: If M is destined to any COk {
2:      Lock the system state of IN;
3:      S = current system state of IN + “M is sent”; 
4:      Write S to stable storage; 
5:      Send M to CO;
6:      Record S as the new coordinated checkpoint set; 
7:      Unlock the system state of IN;   }  
Part 2:  Implementation of Rule 2
1: If M is sent from any COk and Pi has sent any message during 
current checkpointing interval before the arrival of M   
     { Take a new checkpoint;  } 
2:  Record the receipt of M;
3:  Process M;
      
     We now analyze and discuss the implication of the 
checkpointing algorithm for the combined hybrid system. 
The major features of the algorithm can be summarized as 
follows: (i) It introduces relatively low extra overhead to 
the hybrid system and thus does not significantly hurt the 
performance of the overall system; (ii) It requires only few 
changes to coordinated checkpointing subsystems in the 
combined hybrid system; and (iii) It does not need to shut-
down participating coordinated checkpointing subsystems 
when applying the algorithm. In the algorithm, Rule 1 
eliminates the possibility of rollback in any COi originated 
from IN. Thus the reliability of COi after connecting to IN
is maintained. Rule 2 removes the dependency that would 
otherwise exist between COi and COj if Pk in IN sends a 
message to COj and then receives a message from COi.
Lemma 1: Suppose COi at interval Ii,x sends a message M
to process Pk of IN, and COj receives a message N at inter-
val Ij,y from Pl of IN. If Ci,x?*Cj,y, then N must be sent after 
M is received.
     Proof: Assume that N is sent before the receipt of M, we 
prove it by contradiction. Given Ci,x?*Cj,y, there exists Ck,z:
If k=l, Ci,x?Ck,z (by M) and Ck,z?Cj,y (by N). But by rule 1, 
Ck,z?Ck,z+1 and  Ck,z?Cj,y (i.e., a new checkpoint set is 
taken upon the sending of N). Since Pk receives M after 
sending N, Ci,x?Ck,z+1. Therefore, Cj,y cannot be reached 
from Ci,x; Otherwise, if k?l, Ci,x?Ck,z (by M) and Ck,z?*Cj,y
(by N). But by rule 2, Ck,z?Ck,z+1 and Ci,x?Ck,z+1 (a new 
checkpoint is taken before receiving M), which again leads 
to a contradiction with Ci,x?*Cj,y. Thus N must be sent after 
M is received if Ci,x?*Cj,y.
Theorem 1: If the unrelated messages are generated with a 
probability evenly distributed among the entire hybrid sys-
tem, the proposed checkpointing algorithm can eliminate 
half of the unnecessary rollbacks between COs.
     Proof: By lemma 1, unnecessary rollback due to transi-
tive dependency between two checkpoints is eliminated if N
is sent before M. Since the unrelated message generation 
probability is assumed to be even across the entire hybrid 
system, N is equal likely to be sent before or after M if they 
are unrelated. Thus the proof for theorem 1 is completed.
Theorem 2: If no further assumption is made on additional 
behavior for the subsystems and messages involved, the 
proposed checkpointing algorithm eliminates all the unnec-
essary rollbacks for COs that are preventable. 
     Proof: If N is sent after M, it is not possible to tell 
whether N is related to M.  Since it is not possible to re-
schedule the sending of N so that it is sent before M if they 
are unrelated but still do not require the assumption of addi-
tional behavior for the subsystems and messages involved, 
proof for theorem 2 is completed. 
     The main weakness of the algorithm is that occasionally 
it may not be able to prevent one type of cross-subsystem 
rollbacks. Figure 5 illustrates such a situation. Suppose Pi
of IN receives an application message M from COk after 
sending any application message during checkpointing in-
terval Ii,x to another process of IN, then Pi takes a new 
checkpoint Ci,x+1 by applying Rule 2. During interval Ii,x+1,
if Pi sends a message N to COl (surely Rule 1 is applied), 
then there exists COk?*COl. Thus, if COk crashes  subse-
quently,  rollback  to Ck,y  leads  to  rollback to Cl,w in COl.
C
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Figure 5.    A situation leading to cross-CO rollback  
     A careful study of this case indicates that it is actually 
the problem of integrating two coordinated checkpointing 
subsystems directly together. One of the solutions is to take 
Ck,y+1 immediately after the transmission of M, which im-
plies that we don’t have to perform actions proposed by 
Rule 2 (i.e., we don’t need to take Ci,x+1 but rather have M
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transmitted to Ci,x) as it becomes unnecessary. However, in 
most cases, taking coordinated checkpointing is a much 
more time-consuming and efficiency-hurting action than 
taking an independent checkpoint of a single process. Thus 
actions proposed by Rule 2 are generally more preferable. 
3.2. Recovery and Garbage Collection 
 When failures occur in the combined hybrid system, the 
recovery process can then be modeled by seeking MAG
(Minimal Atomic Graph) [6] from the generalized check-
point graph G, where MAG is the minimum subgraph in-
duced by a set of nodes such that there are no outgoing arcs 
from MAG to other subgraphs of G. For the example shown 
in Figure 2, assume now P0 fails and rollbacks to C0,2. By 
finding out the MAG for C0,2, we first obtain the Rollback 
Set, R=MAG(C0,2). We then obtain the Final Rollback Set F
from R by: F(C0,2) = {Cx,y: (Cx,y?R) ?(?Ci,j?R, i=x?y? j)}. 
In this example, F(C0,2) = {C0,2, C1,1, C2,1, C3,2}. In fact, this 
approach is equivalent to the rollback-dependency graph [4] 
and checkpoint graph [26] approaches when being used to 
find the final rollback set.  
For a checkpointing algorithm which requires each proc-
ess to keep multiple checkpoints, garbage collection algo-
rithms are required to relieve useless checkpoints. We ob-
serve that there is no need for garbage collection within 
each CO as any local checkpoint before the current consis-
tent global checkpoint can be reclaimed; On the other hand, 
IN can adapt the optimal algorithm proposed in [25] to han-
dle two exceptions corresponding to Rule 1 and Rule 2. 
When Rule 1 occurs, a new coordinated checkpoint set is 
taken, so all local checkpoints earlier than the new one can 
be reclaimed. For Rule 2, the incoming arc (message M)
from any CO would not affect the garbage collection algo-
rithm within IN. However, in order to keep track of the un-
avoidable cross-CO rollbacks discussed earlier, it is insuffi-
cient to keep only the current checkpoint sets of COs, and a 
garbage collection algorithm is needed to decide which 
checkpoint sets of COs must be retained. Our solution is to 
record, for each checkpoint set not yet being discarded, the 
identities of the checkpoint sets on which it depends. 
Whenever we transmit a message from IN to any CO, we 
update the dependency relationship correspondingly. 
Whenever any CO takes a new checkpoint, we mark the 
previous checkpoint sets as inactive if they no longer de-
pend on any current checkpoint set. 
     The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. It is driven by 
the events of message exchanging between any CO and IN
and checkpoint taking of any CO, together with the algo-
rithm initialization. In Algorithm 2, DCSet = {((i,j),(x,y)) : 
Ci,j?Px,y}, which records the message transmission from 
COs to IN, and ASeti,j ={(x,y) : Cx,y?*Ci,j? Cx,y is the cur-
rent checkpoint for COx}, which is used to record the 
identities of the current coordinated checkpoint sets on 
which Ci,j transitively depends. Besides, ActiveSyncCkptSet
records the identities of the coordinated checkpoint sets that 
are still active (i.e., not reclaimed). The algorithm works in 
a straightforward way: When COi send a message to IN, a 
record is appended to DCSet. On the contrary, if the mes-
sage is send from IN to COi, then the cross-CO depend-
ency tracking is triggered, and the involved ASet?s, if any, 
are updated. When COi takes a new synchronous check-
point set Ci,j, each ASet associated with the coordinated 
checkpoint sets that depend on the previous checkpoint set 
Ci,j-1 is updated. If any ASet becomes empty, then its corre-
sponding checkpoint set can be discarded. The correctness 
of Algorithm 2 is guaranteed by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3:  Algorithm 2 is correct in the sense that it can 
collect all useless coordinated checkpoint sets. 
     Proof: The proof is omitted due to space limitation. 
Algorithm 2    The algorithm for garbage collection 
Event 1:  initialization 
1: DCSet = ?;
2: ?i, ASeti,0 = {(i,0)};
3: ActiveSyncCkptSet = {(i,0) : for all COi and Pi  in IN};
Event 2:  When COi sends a message during Ii,j to P? in IN which 
receives it during I?,?
1: DCSet = DCSet ? {((i,j), (?,?))};
Event 3:  When P? in IN sends a message during I?,? to COi which 
receives it during Ii,j
1: PossibleAsyncStartSet={(x,y):? k,l ((k,l),(x,y))?DCSet};
2: for all (x,y)? PossibleAsyncStartSet { 
3:      if Cx,y?*C?,? ? (x,y)==(?,?) { 
4:          PossibleSyncStartSet={(?,?):((?,?),(x,y))?DCSet};               
5:          for all (a,b)? ActiveSyncCkptSet { 
6:              if (i,j) ? ASeta,b { 
7:                  for all (k,l) ? PossibleSyncStartSet {
8:                      ASeta,b = ASeta,b? ASetk,l;   } } } } } 
Event 4: When COi takes a new coordinated checkpoint Ci,j
1:   for all (x,y) ? ActiveSyncCkptSet { 
2:      ASetx,y = ASetx,y - {(i,j-1)};
3:      if ASetx,y == ? {
4:          Discard Cx,y;
5:          ActiveSyncCkptSet = ActiveSyncCkptSet - {(x,y)};
6:          DCSet=DCSet-{((a,b),(c,d)):(((a,b), (c,d))? DCSet) ?
             ((a,b) = (x,y))};  } } 
7:   ASeti,j = {(i,j)};
8:   ActiveSyncCkptSet = ActiveSyncCkptSet ? {(i,j)}; 
            
4. Conclusion 
     In this paper, a new algorithm is proposed to address the 
need of applying different checkpointing schemes to differ-
ent subsystems inside a single target system. The proposed 
algorithm has several key advantages: (1) easy to imple-
ment; (2) only subsystems employing independent check-
pointing schemes have to be modified. Almost no change is 
required for subsystems with coordinated checkpointing 
schemes; (3) relatively low extra workload for the coor-
dinated checkpointing subsystems; and (4) can be applied at 
any time without having to shutdown the coordinated 
checkpointing subsystems. 
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     If we consider the probability of generation of every 
inter-subsystem message to be equal, then the proposed 
algorithm reduces half of the unnecessary rollbacks. If we 
do not assume additional behavior for the subsystems and 
messages involved, then the proposed checkpointing algo-
rithm eliminates all the unnecessary rollback for coordi-
nated checkpointing subsystems that are preventable. Due 
to unavoidable cross-CO rollbacks, coordinated check-
pointing subsystems cannot freely discard their old check-
point sets. Therefore, a garbage collection algorithm is also 
presented. It is a passive algorithm and can make maximum 
usage of storage in the sense that it can determine immedi-
ately which checkpoint sets can be discarded after taking a 
new checkpoint set. 
     There are primarily two ways to improve the algorithm. 
Due to the fact that the passive garbage collection algorithm 
requires to execute from the beginning of system execution 
in order to successfully keep track of all the checkpoint sets 
that cannot be discarded, it prevents the algorithm from in-
tegrating at any time. Thus an active dependency tracking 
algorithm could alternatively be developed so as to allow 
flexible employment. Should such an active algorithm be 
developed, we can run it to get the active checkpoint sets, 
which enables to install the passive algorithm without the 
need to stop the operation of coordinated checkpointing 
subsystems. The best way, however, is to improve the algo-
rithm so that coordinated checkpointing subsystems are 
always guaranteed to rollback to the most recent local con-
sistent checkpoint set, which is the only instance of check-
point sets required to be maintained in stable storage. Such 
a protocol can be developed with the help of message log-
ging. We are currently working it in progress. 
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